Horse Purchase Warranty
SECTION 1
Legal Owner
Name___________________________________
Address_________________________________
________________________________________
_____________________Tel No:_____________
Agent - If applicable
Name___________________________________
Address_________________________________
________________________________________
_____________________Tel No:_____________
Address of stables where the horse can be seen
and tried_________________________________
Name and address of previous
owner___________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
How long in present ownership?…………………..
Breeding details and records if known including
any passport or identification documents
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
Reason for sale………………………………………
Past use/work of horse
…………………………………………………………
Is it fit enough to be strongly exercised?………….
When was it last shod and is it shod at
present?………………………...
Has it any HTA points/BSJA winnings, etc?
………………………
Is it insured now and for what?………..……………
Has it ever been refused cover?……………………
Has loss of use been paid on it? ……………...…...
Most of these can be answered at the initial
phone call if the conversation is with someone
in authority or later if not, along with Part 2.
Part 2 need not be answered until the horse has
been seen and tried but the vendor should be told
in advance what the questions will be.
A signature will be required for both parts.
SECTION 2
The important part of the warranty
Name & freezebrand, if any, of horse. Registered
name/No:, if any……………………………………...
Description……………………………….……………
Prospective purchaser’s intention of use
…………………………………..….………………….

Any reason why this horse is possibly not suitable
for that purpose?………………………………..……
Any legal/official facts to prevent it competing
under any discipline rules?…………….……………
Has it been unable to work through illness or
injury during the last 12 months?………………..….
Has it ever suffered any recurring lameness or
disease or any seasonal disorder?…………………
E.g.
1.
Allergic respiratory distress?
2.
Bouts of colic?
3.
Laminitis?
4.
‘Set Fast’/azoturia?
5.
Sweet itch?
6.
Headshaking?
7.
Others, including any food allergies,
hypersensitivity to drugs and vaccines?
Has it been subjected to any surgery?……………
If a mare, has she bred?……………………………
Could she be in foal now?……………………….…
Does she cycle regularly and/or is she difficult
when in season?………………………...…………
Has it received any medication during the last
month? If so, why?……………………….…………
Vaccination status and worming programme……
On the ground, is the horse easy to:. groom, clip, prepare?
. tack-up, shoe?
. lead in hand?
. load and transport?
. catch in field and stable?

Is it aggressive to:
. people?
. other animals?
. property?

When ridden has it been known to:
. bolt?
. seriously buck?
. rear?
. roll?
. nap?

Bitting used………………………………..………..
Is it traffic shy in-hand or under saddle?…………
Stereotypes (vices): Has it been seen to:
. crib bite and/or windsuck?
. box walk?
. weave?
. ‘flank’ at self or its blankets?
. kick the walls?
. tail rub?
. gnaw woodwork regularly?

Signature of sellers/owners…………………………
Date………………………………………………...….

